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CLUJ RALLY
 History

Clujul is, together with Brașov and Sibiu, one of the strongest poles of local motorsport. 
Cluju Rally

Over the years it has been organized by several sports clubs, both in the asphalt version 

In the period 2003-2009 Cluj Rally was organized by the Sports Club “Savu Racing”, 
under the auspices of the Romanian Federation of Sports Motorsport (FRAS), with the 
support of the County Council Cluj, of the Local Council and of the City Hall of Cluj-
Napoca; Organized in this asphalt version, beginning with year Cluj Rally was intended 
from the beginning to be a launching platform for Cluj-Napoca municipality and for Cluj 

a stage of the National Rally Championship in the International Sports Calendar. 

The queen competition of Romanian motorsport will have a total of 11 stages in the 
2021 season, covering most of the country’s regions. Last season, the National Rally 
Championship gathered over 200 athletes at the start, including with international 
participation, several stages being included in the European Rally Trophy calendar. 
The rally stages take place over long distances, covering several localities during the 

Extra channel.

In year 2021, Cluj Rally returns to the organization of the Racing Sports Club Savu with 
the 10th anniversary edition, which will count as the 9th stage of the National Rally 
Championship.
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ORGANIZER
CS Savu Racing

Founded in 1999, SAVU Racing Sports Club intends to bring motor sports fans closer to 
professionals in this field, with an impressive record in organizing sports competitions, 
including national and international stages in the Rallies National Championship, as well 
as other motorsport activities.

In addition to the organized events, club members participate in various motorsport 
activities/fields, from national and international karting competitions to rallies and other 
national competitions.

Horațiu Savu is a consultant dentist, a Doctor of Medical Sciences with a special hobby: 
motoring! He is a multiple national rally champion, a Master of Sports in motorsport 
dedicated to road education, as he organizes courses and conferences on defensive 
driving and traffic driving, both for companies and for children. He is a karting coach and 
an organizer of sports competitions. He is married to Laura Savu, the founder of Women 
Rally and the father of two children who are national karting champions.

In 1993 he took his first start in rallies, in the regional stage Alba-Iulia within 
the Castrol Cup Promo-Rally.

“The story began with the transformation of an old Dacia 1100 into a fairly 
competitive car for that period and it was how we found ourselves taking the 
start in the National Rally Championship, the 1994 edition. And because the 
beginning is usually harder, the rest came naturally. Motoring is a microbe 
which you can’t get rid of”, says Doctor Horațiu Savu.
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CLUJ RALLY
a brief presentation

 y It has an over 45 years tradition 
 y It is appreciated by crews as one of the best organized stages with the National Rally 

Championship 
 y It observes 100% the FRAS and FIA organization and development regulations; 
 y It has the largest number of registered/participating crews; 
 y High level of safety of crews and spectators; 
 y The largest number of spectators; 
 y Aggressive publicity on all media channels; 
 y Encouraged and supported by the local administration, in recent years Cluj Rally has 

become a landmark of Romanian motoring and has implemented an internal standard 
the level of which is high every year.

 y FRAS was among the few federations that managed to open sports competitions 
during the pandemic, due to the peculiarities of motorsport. The FRAS strategy used 
to promoting and advertising the National Rally Championship will increase, in the 
long run the championship notoriety and the popularity of sports motorsport - at least 

locally – as this kind of sport attracts 
a considerable growing number of 
spectators and participating crews, 
both native and from other countries 
(Hungary, Finland, Italy, Germany).

 y The features of Cluj Rally and its 
growing popularity define it as an 
excellent communication platform. 
Associating your name as a partner of 
Cluj Rally will certainly have a win-win 
character with long-term effects.
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EVENT STRUCTURE
program

June - July
 yonline teasing campaign

August - September
 yCluj-Napoca and national communication campaign

Information campaign for local communities in the area of the 
competition route
3 weeks before

 y

The rally week
 
 yHQ opening and media center

THURSDAY

 yReconnaissance

FRIDAY
 yReconnaissance

 yShakedown

 yPress conference with guests (sportsmen, partners and 
authorities)

 yCeremonial start – crews presentation

SATURDAY

 yFirst day of the competition – 2 special stages
 yThe super-special stage

SUNDAY
 yThe second day of the competition - 4 special trialst
 yPodium ceremony
 yPress conference of the winners
 yAfter-rally party

Post event
 yRetrospective video
 yPost-event press releases 
 yPost-event photo-video galleries 







CONTACT
Horatiu Savu

Organizer

T: 0722 522 455 
0745 522 455

E: info@raliulclujului.ro
W: www.raliulclujului.ro
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